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We characterise dges in mixed graphs that get a iabel 0 for every labeling with a constant 
index (index 0, respectively). We use this to investigate the magicity of disconnected mixed 
graphs with magic components. For the undirected case a necessary and sufficient condition is 
derived. 
We consider only finite graphs, allowing loops and multiple edges. In a mixed 
graph directed as well as undirected edges may occur. Otherwise we will speak 
emphatically of a directed graph or an undirected graph. Let G be a mixed graph 
with point set P = (x1, . . . , xp} and edge set E = (m,, . . . , mq}. Its incidence matrix 
Ic is a p X 4 matrix (yij) with yij = +l (-1) if q is the endpoint (initial point) of the 
directed edge, non-loop mj, rij = 1 if Xi is one of the endpoints of the undirected 
edge, non-loop mj, yij = 2 if V+ is an undirected loop at xi, yij = 0 otherwise. We 
consider IG as a matrix over an infegral domain F. An element r = ( rI, . . . , rp) of 
FP is identified with the map r : P + F with r(q) = ri, and called an index-vector. 
Likewise s E Fq is identified with a map s : E -+ F and called a labeling. We call s 
a labeling for r if I& = r’: the ‘index’ ri of q one gets by adding the ‘labels’ of the 
edges having q as an endpoint and subtracting those of the edges having q as 
initial point, adding twice in case of an undirected loop. We trust that the reader 
who wants to restrict himself to undirected graphs or to F =Z will find no 
difficulties in doing so. 
Let A E F. A labeling for (the index) A is a labeling for the index-vector 
(A, l . . , A). (Examples in Figs. 2 and 3). S(G, F) is the F-module consisting of all 
such labelings, for any A. It is a union of cosets of Z(G, F), the F-module of 
labelings for the index 0. G is called semi-magic if there exists a labeling for an 
index A # 0 with F = Z, i.e. if S(G, Z) # Z(G, Z), magic if there is such a labeling 
with non-negative pairwise different labels (a magic labeling). The corresponding 
index is a magic index. The sum of the indices of the points is twice that of the 
labels of the undirected edges, so a magic index is positive, and a directed graph is 
not semi-magic. (For examples of magic labelings see Figs. 4 and 5.) 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1 shows how to as,sociate an undirected graph G’ with a mixed graph G in 
such a way that there is an isomorphism between S(G, F) and S(G’, F). 
Now in the undirected case bipartite graphs play a specizl role. E.g. adding the 
labels of all edges shows that such graphs are not semi-magic if the number of 
points in both ‘parts’ is not the same (modchar F). Fig. 1 illustrates that the 
following extension of definition is useful: a mixed graph is ‘bipartite’ if there is a 
partition P = 18, u P2 of its point set such that every undirected edge has an 
endpoint in Pn and an endpoint in P2 and every directed edge has its initial point 
and its endpoint both in P1 or both in Pz (we allow P2 = $4). Note that a directed 
graph is ‘bipartite’. If char F = 2, it is of nc consequence for a labeling if we make 
every edge directed and so make the graph trivially bipartite. This explains the 
following definition: we call G balanced for F if G is connected and (i) ‘bipartite’ 
with a partition P = P, U Pz for which lPll =lPzl (mod char F) or (ii) char F = 2 
and ]P] is even; we call G unbalanced for F if G is connected and (i) ‘bipartite’ 
with a partition P = P, U P2 for which I&\ + l&l (mod char F) or (ii) char F = 2 and 
]P] is odd. If char F# 2, then non-‘bipartite’ graphs are neither balanced nor 
unbalanced! 
Fig. 2 shows a ‘bipartite’ directed graph, balanced for F iff char F = 3, with a 
positive labeling over Z for the index 0. It is not semi-magic. If char F = 3 there is 
a labt.ling for every index. 
For the rest of this paper we use the following theorem. We recall that a 
submodule M of F“ is saturated if m E A4 for all m E F” for which there is an f~ F 
with ff;ir E M. 
Theorem A [2, l’heoriem 71. Let F be an integral domain and G a mixed graph 
with p points and 4 edges, I Ci.F components of which are balanced or unbalanced for 
F. Let qisl: be 0 if G has a component that is unbalanced for F and 1 otherwise. 
Then Z(G, Fl and S(G, F‘I are free saturated F-modules and rank Z(G, F) = 
q - ,- +- rC+. rank S(G, F) = 4 - p + rCi,F + eCJqP 
M. Doob [l] has found conditions for the magicity of regular undirected graphs. 
;Ic also showed that for such graphs of degree 23, if disconnected, magicity of 
Fig. 2. 
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the components is sufficient for magicity of the graph itself, which is in general not 
true. In Section 3 we will give a necessary and sufhcient condition for the general 
undirected case, and a sufhcient condition for the mixed case. 
We recall (remark in [11) that it is irrelevant whether one uses H or R (or Q) in 
the de5nitions of semi-magic and magic graphs. This also follows from Theorem 
A and S(G, R) = S(G, Z) @R. 
2. special edge8 
Clearly a handicap in the construction of magic labelings is the presence of an 
edge e with s(e) =O for all s E S(G, Z), or with z(e) = 0 for all z E Z(G, Z): the 
latter gets the same label in every labeling for a given index. We first characterize 
such edges, for general E 
Theorem 1. Let F be an integral domain, G a connected mixed graph and e an 
edge of G. Then s(e) = 0 for all s E S(G, F) if and only if one of the following holds: 
(a) char Ff 2, e is not a bridge, G is non-‘bipartite’ but G -(e} is ‘bipartite’ and 
balanced for F. 
(b) char Ff2, e is a bridge between a non-&bipartite’ mixed graph and a 
‘bipartite’ mixed graph balanced for F. 
(c) e is a bridge between two mixed graphs both balanced for F. 
(d) e is a bridge and G is unbalanced for F. 
Proof. Let G’= G -{el and E’ its edge set. Let s(e) = Q for all s E S(G, F). Then 
S(G’, F) is the restriction of S(G, F) to E’ and rank S(G, F) = rank S( G’, F). 
Conversely, let these ranks be equal. Considering S(<5’, F) as a submodule of 
S(G, F) by assigning label 0 to e for every labeling of G’, we find S(G’, F) = 
S( G, F) since both are free saturated submodules of Fq. So s(e) = 0 for all 
s E S(G, F). Now by Theorem A the equality of ranks is equivalent to: 
rG +&G = rGt+ &G’- 1 
(we omit F as an index). From the definitions we derive: 
rG = rG’ =$ &G = eG’, rG=o=$&G=l, 
rG=O+CharF#2 and 06r&rG@<rG+ls2. 
Thus we see that the above equality holds in the following cases and no others: 
(i) rG =O, EG = 1, rGt = 1, EG’ = 1, i.e. char Ff 2, G is non-‘bipartite’, G’ has a 
‘bipartite’ component which is balanced. Depending on whether e is a bridge or 
not we have case (b) or case (a). 
(ii) rG = 1, &G = 1, r& = 2, &G’= 1, i.e. e is a bridge between two balanced mixed 
graphs (case (c)). 
(iii) rG = 1, &G = 0, rGJ = 2, &G’ =0, i.e. e is a bridge in an unbalanced mixed 
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Fig. 3. 
graph and (consequently) at least one of the components of G’ is unbalanced (case 
(d)i. C! 
In Fig. 3 a semi-magic mixed graph is shown with a labeling over H for the 
index 2. The edge e is an edge as in case (b) of Theorem 1 if char F = 3, as in case 
(d) if char F = 2. 
It is easy, and helps understanding, to prove the suflkiency directly. E.g. for 
cases (b) and (c), if char Ff2: if P, UP, is the bipartition for a balanced 
component of G -{e}, e incident with a point of PZ, then the sum of the labels of 
the (undirected) edges between P1 and P2 is A I&I, and on the other hand it is 
A l&l f the label of e. 
A quite analogous but easier proof leads to: 
Theorem 2. Let F, G and e be as in Theorem 1. Then z(e) = 0 for all z E Z( G, F) 
if and only if one of the following holds : 
(a) char Ff 2, e is no? a bridge, G is no&bipartite’ but G -(e} is ‘bipartite’. 
(b) char Ff 2, e is a bridge between a -non-‘bipartite mixed graph and a 
‘bipartite’ mixed graph. 
(c) e is a bridge; G is ‘bipartite’ or char F =2. 
Note that the characterization i  Theurem 2 does not depend on F as long ~9 
char Ff 2. We shall refer to an edge of a mixed graph H as an edge of type s (type 
z) for F if it is arm edge satisfying the condition of Theorem 1 (Theorem 2) with G 
denoting the component of H that contains that edge. It is then clear what is 
meant by type s,, type z, etc. We will use the letter H for a graph to stress that it 
may be disconnected. 
Theorem 3. Let F be an integral domain, H a mixed graph and e an edge of H. 
Then z(e) = 0 for all z E Z(G, F) if and only if e is cf type z for F. Moreover 
s(e) = 0 for a21 s E S(G, F) 
F and Et{.J- = 0. 
if and only if (i) e is tf type s for F or (ii) e is of type z for 
Pr~of. The first assertion can be proved in the same way as Theorem 2, or by 
using that Z(H, F) is the direct sum of the Z(p-Iq F), Hi a component of H. If 
s(e) -= 0 for all s E S(H, F) there are two possibtiities: either eH,F = 0, so S(H, F) = 
Z(H, F) and e is of type z, or eHeF = 1. In the latter case the restrictions of the 
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elements of S(H, F) to the edge set of a component G constitute a submodule of 
S(G, F) of rank greater than the rank of Z(G, F). It follows that s(e) = 0 for all 
s E S(G, F) so e is of type s. The converse is easy. II3 
From now on F is always Z (or R) and we ojlen omit ‘far Z’. 
Fig. 4 shows an undirected graph with a magic labeling for the index 32. The 
edges carrying labels 0, 16 and 32 are of type zb (and sb), z, and zb, respectively. 
This implies that they will carry these labels for every labeling for the index 32. 
We shall come back to this in the next theorem. The smahest magic index for the 
left component is 16, for the graph itself it is 32. 
Theorem 4. Let H be an undirected graph all components of which are magic, and 
let Ez be the set of edges of w of type z for z. Then there is a map ?H : Ez 4 (0, a, 1) 
such that for all e G Ez, for all A E Z and all labelings s for the index A we have 
s(e) = 7&e)A. 
Proof. Choose a labeling t with non-negative labels for an index p > 0, e.g. by 
taking a magic labeling on each component and multiplying by suitable factors to 
make the indexes equal. Let e E Ez and let G be the component of Hi containing 
e. By Theorem 2, G -{e) has a bipartite component. Let F = Fl U F2 be the 
partition of its point set, both endpoints of e belonging to F2 (case (a)) or one to 
F,, the other not to F (cases (b) and (c)). The sum <If the labels of the edges 
between Fl and Fz is iFI\ p and also IF21 p -2t(e) or IF,! p -t(e). Since 0~ t(e)s 
F, we find that t(e) = 0 (and e of type s), t(e) = ~lrr, (e of type z, not of type s), or 
t(e) = &L (e of type z,, not of type s). If s is an arbitrary labeling for the index A, 
then us -At E Z(G, Z), so @s(e) = At(e) and s(e) = rh if t(e) = 7~. Cl 
Remarks. (i) The proof in fact only uses that the labels of t are non-negative, not 
that they are pairwise different on a component. 
(ii) The second H in the theorem may be replaced by IR. 
(iii) For a component G of H the map TG is the restriction of r,+ to the set of 
edges of (3 of type z, i.e. TH(e) is determined by the component to which e 
belongs. 
(iv) If e E Ez and am = 1, then e is a bridge to a point of degree 1 in a 
non-bipartite or balanced bipartite graph; it cannot be of type 2,. Its other 
endpoint has degree 1 or 2, and in the latter case the adjacent edge f is in Ez with 
?r.$(f) = 0. 
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3. Graghs with magic ~mpments 
Let H be a mixed graph with magic components. For H to be magic it is of 
course necessary that at most one component has an edge of type s, but this is not 
sufficient: if H consists of two copies of the left component of Fig. 4 H is not 
magic. It is not necessary that there is but one component with edges of type z 
(Fig. 4) but this is sufficient as we shall show now. 
Theorrem 5. Let H bts a mixed graph all components of which are magic. Then H is 
magic if at most one component has edges of type z. 
Proof. Let H,, . . . , HC be the components of H. We identify a labeling yi of Hi 
with its extension that assigns 0 to the edges of the other components. Let A EZ 
be a magic index for every Hi, e.g. the product of magic indices for every separate 
component. Take a magic labeling yi of Hi for A, i = 1, . . . , C, and put y = 
u + .,. + y,. Thus y is a labeling of H for A, with non-negative labels. Now 
b:ppose for an edge e, in Hi and an edge e2 in Hi we have e, #e2 and 
y(e,) = y(e2). Then i # j and we may suppose that Hi has no edges of type z. Take 
z E Z(Hiq Z) with z(e,) = E # 0. Then also z E Z(H. Z). NOW choose 6 EQ with: 
for all pairs of edges f, g in H for which y(f) # y(g) 
Y(f) I (b) ocsc f in H for which y(f) # z(f). 
Consider x = St. This labeling in S( H, A. If y(f) # y(g) for edges f 
and g of H, then x(f) # x(g) by (a), and if y(f) > 0, then x(f) > 0 by (b). Moreover 
de,) = y(eJ + Se # y(q) = y(e2) = x(f2). 
If x(f) ~0, then y(f) = 0 and z(f) < 0, so f is in Hi and there is at mos! one such f, 
the labels on Hi being pairwise different. If this happens we start with -z instead 
cr: t. Multiply x by a suitable natural number ~1 to make all labels integer. Then 
nx is ,.,!? every separate Hi a magic labeling 1~~1, rrh, and the number of pairs of 
edges of H with equal labels is less than that Sor y. Repeat if necessary. 0 
Theorem 6. Let H be an undirected graph ali components of which are magic. 
Then H is magic if and only if (there are at most three edges of type z in H and) r 
as in Theorem 4 is injective. 
Proof. (The part between parentheses i  a consequence of the injectivity of T SO is 
in fa :t superfluous). The necessity follows from Theorem 4. The sufficiency is 
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proved in the same way as it is done for Theorem 5, using that edges with equal 
labels are not both of type z by the assumption and Theorem 4 and are in 
different components. 0 
COIXD~Q 7. tit Gi be (L magic, undirected graph provided with a magic labeling si 
for the index &, i = 1, . . . , n. Then the disjoint union of the Gi is magic if, for every 
E E (0, $, l}, there is at most one i such that Gi has an edge e with si(e) = ehi. 
CorMary 8. An undirected graph with magic components is magic ijf there is at 
most one edge with an endpoint of degree 1, at most one edge the deletion of which 
yields a balanced bipartite component, and at most one edge the deletion of which 
turns a non-bipartite component into a bipartite one, with one of its ‘ports’ having 
one point more than the other. 
Corollary 9. The disjoint union of magic undirected graphs is magic if no compo- 
nent has a bridge and each component has two edge-disjoint odd cycles. 
Fig. 5 shows a magic labeling for the index 90. One could start from a labeling 
for 30 on the left component (take one third of the labels shown), and copy this 
for the right component to get y as in the proof. We then construct z by assigning 
alternatingly + 1 and - 1 to the edges of an Euler path in the right component, and 
take 3(y + 3~). 
Fig. 5. 
Remark. The definition of ‘magic’ also has been given with ‘positive’ instead of 
‘non-negative’. A switch to this definition would only imply the omission of the 0 
in Theorem 4 and Coroilary 7 and the replacement of ‘three’ by ‘two’ in Theorem 
6. The second condition in Corollary 8 can also be omitted. 
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